FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS ANNOUNCES NEW API LICENSE

HOUSTON (Aug. 20, 2018) – Corrosion Resistant Alloys LP, a manufacturer of high-grade corrosion resistant alloy tubes, has announced its American Petroleum Institute (API) 5CRA Monogram License.

The monogram provides verification that Corrosion Resistant Alloys quality system meets the requirements of API Q1 and that the company is capable of manufacturing products in accordance with API 5CRA/ISO 13680. Corrosion Resistant Alloys is one of only two U.S. and 12 global manufacturers that possess the license. The products that the company is licensed to monogram include UNS S31260, S32750, S32760, S39274, N08028, N08535, N08825, N06255, N06985, and N10276 cold hardened corrosion resistant alloy casing, tubing and coupling stock.

Paul Maxwell, vice president of technical services, Corrosion Resistant Alloys, said, “As a small manufacturer in an industry niche, the API monogram assures customers that we have the capabilities and quality systems necessary to meet their requirements. We have a history of supplying high quality specialty pipe to major equipment manufacturers and operators. This certification will add another level of assurance to the quality of our products.”
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About Corrosion Resistant Alloys LP:
Corrosion Resistant Alloys, LP is a manufacturer of high-grade corrosion resistant alloy tubes for industries including midstream and upstream oil and gas. The company’s products can also accommodate requirements for refining; aerospace; chemical processing; nuclear; waste; disposal and geothermal, as well as for the Department of Defense. Corrosion Resistant Alloys specializes in expedited delivery times, custom sizes, specifications, lengths and small production runs to fulfill customer needs that are currently unmet by standard supply chain models. To find out more, visit: www.cralloys.com.

About API
The American Petroleum Institute (API) is the only national trade association representing all facets of the oil and natural gas industry, which supports 10.3 million U.S. jobs and nearly 8 percent of the U.S. economy. API’s more than 625 members include large integrated companies, as well as exploration and production, refining, marketing, pipeline, and marine businesses, and service and supply firms. To find out more, visit: www.api.org.